
       Sweet Grass Farm’s cut descriptions for a Quarter beef 
  
Beef is processed by the side or “half”. On a per Quarter basis, this is an approximation of the 
cuts available. Some of these cuts may be unfamiliar but all will offer a great eating 
experience:  
   
T-Bone Steaks are separated into the N.Y. (6) & Tenderloin (6).  These are two very different 
cuts with different texture and flavor; they cook differently and are really best enjoyed 
individually.  
  
Top Sirloin Steaks are portioned into 6-8 oz. steaks (6). With trim for Kabobs   
  
Top Round: thin sliced 1/8”, 4-5 (1 lb. packages) each slice is similar in shape to a thin 
pancake. They are very easy to slice and use in stir frys, for shabu shabu and many other ways. 
Keep in mind, the beef is delicate; don’t over cook it.  You can choose to keep this as a large 
roast or a couple small roasts.  
  
The Bottom Round makes (1) roast & Eye of Round (1) slightly smaller roast.  The Bottom  
Round is very lean it can be seared and oven roasted for sandwiches. The Eye of Round can be 
sliced for steaks.  Sear them in a hot skillet then simmer them in a skillet witheven parts soy 
sauce, mirin (rice wine), and sake.  Once the meat is done cook the sauce to a nice reduction 
and enjoy.  
  
The Tri-Tip is good Kabobs 1-pound package.  
  
The Sirloin-Tip is cut in the same fashion as the Bottom Round and can be used in the same 
way. The eyes of both cuts can be used whole, sliced for steaks or cut for kabobs.  
  
Flank/Skirt Steak (1) each quarter will get one or the other.  Both are very similar and are great 
marinated and cooked on the grill.  
  
The Cross Cut Shank (4) has lots of options.  I really like this cut, it is full of flavor.  Remember 
every first time quarter beef customer gets a copy of The Complete Meat Cookbook.  We want 
you to enjoy all that this great beef has to offer.    
  
Prime Rib Steaks (4-6).  Yep they are great.  We leave the bone in otherwise you loose some of 
the great meat that surrounds the eye.  
  
The Chuck Roast is a very flavorful cut with 2-3 nice boneless roasts.   We really enjoy the 
“Lisa’s Lazy Pot Roast” recipe on pg.194 of The Complete Meat Cookbook.  It is a nice reduction 
with lots of onions, shorten cooking times slightly.  
   
Cross Rib Roasts (1) is not as fine at the chuck and is best cut for Kabobs & Stew with the trim for 
ground.  
  
The Arm Roast is similar to the Cross Rib Roast and used in the same way.  
  
Short Ribs are best when cut across the bones and used as Oriental Ribs.  I like to marinate 
them for a day then gently grill them over medium hot coals. (6–1lb. packages) The Brisket can 
be used like the Chuck or you can easily cut it for great stews. (1pkg)  
  
Ground beef is so versatile and there are a lot of great recipes.  We usually run out, so we tend 
to use all the trim for ground.  You can do half stew and half ground.  If all the trim is used for 
ground it is about 1/4 - 1/3 of the overall beef.  
  
The Soup Bones are very worthwhile for hearty winter soups and stews.   
   
Please contact me if you have questions or would like to have some cuts used differently.  
 
Thanks,  
Scott  
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